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Our Moon Has Blood Clots 2017 rahul pandita was fourteen years old when he was forced to leave his home
in srinagar along with his family who were kashmiri pandits the hindu minority within a muslim majority
kashmir that was by 1990 becoming increasingly agitated with the cries of azaadi freedom from india the
heartbreaking story of kashmir has so far been told mainly through the prism of the brutality of the
indian security forces the pro independence demands of muslim separatists or india and pakistan s
rivalry but there is another part of the story that has remained unrecorded and buried our moon has
blood clots is the untold chapter in the story of kashmir in which hundreds of thousands of kashmiri
pandits were tortured killed and forced to leave their homes by islamist militants and to spend the rest
of their lives in exile in their own country rahul pandita has written a deeply personal powerful and
unforgettable story of history home and loss page 4 of cover
Our Moon Has Blood Clots 2017-10-29 rahul pandita was fourteen years old when he was forced to leave his
home in srinagar along with his family they were kashmiri pandits the hindu minority within a muslim
majority kashmir that was by 1990 becoming increasingly agitated with the cries of azaadi from india our
moon has blood clots is the story of kashmir in which hundreds of thousands of pandits were tortured
killed and forced to leave their homes by islamist militants and forced to spend the rest of their lives
in exile in their own country pandita has written a deeply personal powerful and unforgettable story of
history home and loss
Kashmiri Life Narratives 2020-04-19 kashmiri life narratives takes as its central focus writings memoirs
non fictional and fictional bildungsromane published circa 2008 by kashmiris indians living in the
valley of kashmir india or in the diaspora it offers a new perspective on these works by analyzing them
within the framework of human rights discourse and advocacy literature has been an important medium for
promoting the rights of marginalized kashmiri subjects within indian occupied kashmir successfully
putting kashmir back on the global map and shifting discussion about kashmir from the political board
rooms to the international english language book market in discussing human rights advocacy through
literature this book also effects a radical change of perspective by highlighting positive rights to
enjoy certain things rather than negative ones to be spared certain things kashmiri life narratives
deploy a language of pleasure rather than of physical pain to represent the state of having and losing
rights
Of Gardens and Graves 2017-01-13 in of gardens and graves suvir kaul examines the disruption of everyday
life in kashmir in the years following the region s pervasive militarization in 1990 kaul s
autobiographical and analytical essays which were prompted by his yearly visits to kashmir are a



combination of political analysis literary criticism memoir and journalistic observation in them he
explores kashmir s pre and post partition history the effects of militarization state repression the
suspension of civil rights on kashmiris and the challenge kashmir represents to the practice of
democracy in india the volume also features translations of kashmiri poetry written in these years of
conflict these poems constitute an archive of heightened feelings and desires that affectively
interrogate official accounts of kashmir while telling us much about those who face extraordinary
political turbulence and violence of gardens and graves also contains a photo essay by javed dar whose
photographs work together with kaul s essays and the poems to represent the interweaving of ordinary
life civic strife and spectacular violence in kashmir
On Trauma and Traumatic Memory 2017-06-23 on trauma and traumatic memory focuses on the role of writing
to preserve memories to excavate traumas and to heal the ever present scars of the past the first part
of the book focuses on trauma recalled through films fiction and documentaries the second chapter is
devoted to analysing trauma in fiction while the third deals with trauma in poetry the topic of trauma
is of interest to scholars across the globe both students and professors and is taught in almost all
universities this volume gathers research papers from different universities around the world including
india italy tunisia and the usa
WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT A compilation of articles on politically incorrect topics 2020-12-29 the book
is a compilation of 42 articles published between 27 april 2022 and 6 july 2023 in a news website the
articles are placed in chronological order as per the date of publication all the articles of the book
are on politically incorrect topics issues and written from a perspective often ignored or suppressed by
mainstream media of india the titles of a couple of articles have been changed from the original ones
date of publication of each article has been mentioned so that readers can related with many topics
temporally repetition of some content can be found in a few articles because of the overlapping nature
of the context the religio political turmoil in which india is passing through now calls for critical
and open discussion on many contemporary and historical topics and issues for the benefit of the indian
society the articles may generate a great deal of noises but the title of the book remains the answer to
those noises
Kashmir and the Future of South Asia 2015-05-27 this book uses an innovative people centered approach to
the kashmir problem to shed new light on why postcolonial partitions remain unfinished and why the
wounds of postcolonial nation state formation in south asia continue to fester kashmir is viewed as a
metaphor for the permanent internal wars of partition that mark the south asian experience chapters



sensitively bring kashmiri voices to the fore to examine kashmir in the national discourses of india and
pakistan resistance in the kashmiri imagination and the kashmir conflict in a global context the book
foregrounds how the space of kashmir as a cultural historical and political sphere persists and
continues to haunt the postcolonial national present as the people of kashmir and their cultural
literary and artistic productions cannot be contained within the regnant paradigms of the nations across
which the region is partitioned additionally the book explores how long term resolution would demand
engagement with historical forces political actors and social formations that exceed the nation state an
important contribution to the study of this troubled region this book will be of interest to academics
and researchers of modern south asian history and politics as well as comparative politics and
international relations
State, Society, and Minorities in South and Southeast Asia 2020-09-14 south and southeast asia continue
to be extremely critical regions deeply intertwined and bound in many ways by centuries of intersecting
histories as the recent experiences of rapid and transformative political and economic changes in
several countries in these two regions illustrate these changes have significant bearing on and are
simultaneously affected by the legacy and continued dynamic of dominant minority group relations to be
sure while the dynamics of dominant minority relations in each country are distinct and often mitigated
by distinct historical conditions the phenomenon of these dominant minority relations especially along
ethnic and religious fault lines are deeply consequential to many of the nations in these regions this
book featuring eight case studies provides a multidisciplinary and multi layered assessment of the
salience of the ethnic and religious realities in shaping various south and southeast asian nations
featuring chapters on afghanistan bangladesh india sri lanka cambodia thailand malaysia and indonesia
this volume provides a deep appreciation of the challenges that these societies confront in integrating
and or responding to specific ethnic and or religious based conflicts and tensions
Chronicles from Kashmir: An Annotated, Multimedia Script 2023-09-29 what is happening in kashmir
chronicles from kashmir explores this question through a site adaptive 24 hour theatrical performance
developed between 2013 and 2018 by the ensemble kashmir theatre akademi and nandita dinesh the play uses
a durational promenade format to immerse its audience within a multitude of perspectives on life in
kashmir from a wedding celebration that is interrupted by curfew to schoolboys divided by policing
strategies and soldiers struggling with a toxic mixture of boredom and trauma chronicles from kashmir
uses performance installation and collaborative creation to grapple with kashmir s conflicts through the
lenses of outsiders insiders and everyone in between due to varying degrees of censorship and



suppression the play has not been performed live since 2017 this book is therefore an attempt to keep
chronicles from kashmir alive by including filmed scenes a script contextual questions a glossary and
illuminating introductions by nandita dinesh and ekta founder bhawani bashir yasir a valuable open
access resource for practitioners educators and students of performance and conflict this book is also
stimulating reading for anybody who has asked what is happening in kashmir this playscript includes
twenty filmed scenes of the play in performance a range of contextual questions to stimulate discussion
on staging site adaptive theatre in places of conflict a helpful glossary
The Routledge Encyclopedia of Indian Writing in English 2023-10-15 today indian writing in english is a
fi eld of study that cannot be overlooked whereas at the turn of the 20th century writers from india who
chose to write in english were either unheeded or underrated with time the literary world has been
forced to recognize and accept their contribution to the corpus of world literatures in english
showcasing the burgeoning field of indian english writing this encyclopedia documents the poets
novelists essayists and dramatists of indian origin since the pre independence era and their dedicated
works written by internationally recognized scholars this comprehensive reference book explores the
history and development of indian writers their major contributions and the critical reception accorded
to them the routledge encyclopedia of indian writing in english will be a valuable resource to students
teachers and academics navigating the vast area of contemporary world literature
Prominent English Novelists of Jammu and Kashmir 2023-09-30 this book has been written to provide a
concise guide to the major novelists of jammu and kashmir and their respective works much care has been
taken to give due and proper credit reference and acknowledgement to the writers whose works have been
included in the text omissions expected hopefully it will cater to the needs of undergraduate graduate
and research students of english literature inspite of my best efforts some errors or omissions might
have crept in the text i shall be grateful to the teachers and the students if they bring to my notice
any mistakes or misprint that they come across
The Negative Theology of Nund Rishi 2022-09-03 this book is an extensive critical study of the mystical
poetry of nund rishi 1378 1440 the founder of the kashmiri sufi order called the rishi order who is
revered and remembered by most kashmiris as alamdār e kashmir or the flag bearer of kashmir the author
breaks with dominant perceptions of nund rishi as a quietistic sufi and argues that the themes of islam
death the nothing and the apocalyptic in his poetry are a form of negative theology nund rishi s
negative theology is presented as a discourse on the transcendent which relies on negations rather than
affirmations that disclose an existential politics it explores nund rishi s mystical poetry not only



within its historical context but also in relation to religious and political controversies in medieval
kashmir the book locates the negative theology of nund rishi as one form among others of the negative
path across regions in the medieval indo persian world
Changing Dimensions Of Human Security And Governance 2022-12-30 this book contains twenty nine best
paper award winning articles presented in the iihsg international conference 2022 on human security and
governance organised by interdisciplinary institute of human security governance delhi india in
collaboration with amity institute of liberal arts amity university mumbai centre for conflict studies
middlebury institute of international studies monterey ca usa security women united kingdom department
of international relations central university of jharkhand india department of defence strategic studies
himachal pradesh university shimla india and department of international relations university of
chittagong bangladesh total 537 human security experts presented paper in this virtual event from every
corner of the globe like italy poland nigeria philippines malaysia saudi arabia nepal pakistan uk usa
bangladesh canada and so on best articles written by them is added in this volume this book different
dimensions of human security governance tries to address various contemporary human security issues in
global arena like health and governance human security education and governance human rights and
governance human security and sustainable development women in governance and human security human
security and non state actors child security and governance human security and pandemic human security
and law governance state politics and human security food security and governance and defense strategy
and human security i hope that this collection of essays can become a benchmark for the future as well
as spur new research agendas and projects that will put the region into a much needed conversation on
the recent trends of human security and the modalities of tackling it by different types of governance
Meri Maa Ke Baees Kamre : Kashmiri Pandito Ke Palayan Ki Kaljayi Katha (Hindi Translation of Our Moon
Has Blood Clots: A Memoir of A Lost Home In Kashmir) 2024-05-29 र ह ल प ड त जब महज 14 वर ष क थ त उन ह
अपन पर व र सह त श र नगर स पल यन करन पड थ व म स ल म बह ल कश म र म ह द अल पस ख यक सम द य क कश म र प ड त थ
जह अस स क दशक क आख र म भ रत स आज द क ल कर लग त र उत त जन बढ त ज रह थ म र म क ब ईस कमर कश म र क द ल स न
कल वह कह न ह ज सम इस ल म उग रव द क क रण ल ख कश म र प ड त क उत प डऩ हत य ओ और पल यन क दर द छ प ह यह एक ऐस
आपब त ह ज सम एक प र सम द य ब घरब र ह कर अपन ह द श म न र व स त क ज वन ज न क मजब र ह ज त ह र ह ल प ड त क
यह कह न झकझ र कर रख द न व ल ह और इस ब र ब र कह ज न जर र ह त क हम इत ह स स सबक ल सक meri maa ke baees
kamre kashmiri pandito ke palayan ki kaljayi katha is the hindi translation of the book our moon has
blood clots a memoir of a lost home in kashmir the book is authored by rahul pandita who shares his
personal memoir and experiences related to the exodus of kashmiri pandits from their homeland during a



tumultuous period in kashmir s history key aspects of the book meri maa ke baees kamre kashmiri pandito
ke palayan ki kaljayi katha hindi translation of our moon has blood clots personal memoir the book is a
personal memoir by rahul pandita offering firsthand accounts and insights into the experiences of
kashmiri pandits during a turbulent period cultural history it explores the cultural and historical
significance of the kashmiri pandit community and their displacement from kashmir hindi translation this
version of the book is translated into hindi making it accessible to a wider hindi speaking audience
rahul pandita is an accomplished writer and journalist known for his works on kashmiri pandits and the
complex sociopolitical issues in the region meri maa ke baees kamre offers a poignant account of his
family s displacement and the broader context of the kashmir conflict
This Our Paradise 2023-03-21 srinagar 1986 a kashmiri pandit family has just moved into their new home
the patriarch papaji is a clerk in a food cooperative and his wife byenji is a homemaker the narrator is
their eight year old grandson who spends his days playing cricket and climbing the tang kul in the
garden everything is rosy till 1989 but then propelled by isi and the jamaat a secessionist movement
rises and changes everything lolab valley 1968 after years of prayers a boy named shahid is born to zun
and her husband he grows up in a society where corruption and unemployment are rife the trajectory of
his life changes when he meets syed sahab an islamic theologian and rabble rouser who wants to overthrow
the indian state the stories of both families intertwine tragically in both cases the boys are at the
mercy of forces much larger than them both lose their kashmir in different ways
World Report 2023 2016-01-25 the best country by country assessment of human rights in this signature
yearly report human rights watch will document and address human rights abuses in more than 100
countries executive director ken roth s lead essay will cover the global contest between democracy and
autocracy with a call for more effective leadership from democracies many of the chapters will cover
responses to the covid 19 global pandemic
Questioning Causality 2023-11-30 covering a topic applicable to fields ranging from education to health
care to psychology this book provides a broad critical analysis of the assumptions that researchers and
practitioners have about causation and explains how readers can improve their thinking about causation
in virtually every laboratory research center or classroom focused on the social or physical sciences
today the concept of causation is a core issue to be questioned tested and determined even debates in
unrelated areas such as biology law and philosophy often focus on causality what made that happen in
this book experts from across disciplines adopt a reader friendly approach to reconsider this age old
question in a modern light defining different kinds of causation and examining how causes and



consequences are framed and approached in a particular field each chapter uses applied examples to
illustrate key points in an accessible manner the contributors to this work supply a coherent critical
analysis of the assumptions researchers and practitioners hold about causation and explain how such
thinking about causation can be improved collectively the coverage is broad providing readers with a
fuller picture of research in social contexts beyond providing insightful description and thought
provoking questioning of causation in different research areas the book applies analysis of data in
order to point the way to smarter more efficient practices consequently both practitioners and
researchers will benefit from this book
Numbers as Political Allies 2023-11-10 analysis of census statistics of jammu and kashmir that shows how
data quality is impacted by different factors
Modi & India 2011-02-10 focuses on how dharma provides the foundation for a new republic bibek debroy
intensely researched argument about an alternative idea of india salman khurshid the year 2014 was a
consequential one for the bharatiya janata party and for india will 2024 also be so is this election
about stopping the rise of narendra modi and his alleged distortion of the idea of india as conceived by
its founders or the beginning of a dharma inspired second republic in 2014 the bjp under the leadership
of modi won a clear majority in the lok sabha elections the national democratic alliance s triumph ended
a nearly two and a half decade run of mostly messy coalition governments in 2019 the bjp further
improved its tally cementing its parliamentary majority and its ability to ring in transformational laws
and policies most of the initiatives taken by the modi led nda have been aimed at positioning bharat as
a vishwa guru an exemplar of moral righteousness a pluralistic democracy led by dharma and drawing
sustenance from the wellspring of an eternal hindu universalism but this shift towards india s hindu
ethos has prompted the opposition and many allied commentators to fear the rise of a second republic a
hindu rashtra moored to an implacable ultra nationalist and majoritarian dogma the india bloc has
declared the 2024 election as the last opportunity to stop the rise of modi and his idea of india
evocative anecdotal argumentative and deeply researched modi and india 2024 and the battle for bharat
chronicles the emergence of and the battle for a new republic in the making
India After Gandhi 2017-07-13 born against a background of privation and civil war divided along lines
of caste class language and religion independent india emerged somehow as a united and democratic
country ramachandra guha s hugely acclaimed book tells the full story the pain and the struggle the
humiliations and the glories of the world s largest and least likely democracy while india is sometimes
the most exasperating country in the world it is also the most interesting ramachandra guha writes



compellingly of the myriad protests and conflicts that have peppered the history of free india moving
between history and biography the story of modern india is peopled with extraordinary characters guha
gives fresh insights into the lives and public careers of those long serving prime ministers jawaharlal
nehru and indira gandhi but the book also writes with feeling and sensitivity about lesser known though
not necessarily less important indians peasants tribals women workers and musicians massively researched
and elegantly written india after gandhi is a remarkable account of india s rebirth and a work already
hailed as a masterpiece of single volume history this tenth anniversary edition published to coincide
with seventy years of india s independence is revised and expanded to bring the narrative up to the
present
India After Gandhi: The History of the World's Largest Democracy 2017-11-08 ramachandra guha s india
after gandhi is a magisterial account of the pains struggles humiliations and glories of the world s
largest and least likely democracy a riveting chronicle of the often brutal conflicts that have rocked a
giant nation and of the extraordinary individuals and institutions who held it together it established
itself as a classic when it was first published in 2007 in the last decade india has witnessed among
other things two general elections the fall of the congress and the rise of narendra modi a major anti
corruption movement more violence against women dalits and religious minorities a wave of prosperity for
some but the persistence of poverty for others comparative peace in nagaland but greater discontent in
kashmir than ever before this tenth anniversary edition updated and expanded brings the narrative up to
the present published to coincide with seventy years of the country s independence this definitive
history of modern india is the work of one of the world s finest scholars at the height of his powers
Kashmir 1984 this collection of essays discusses the less well known aspects and areas of kashmir on the
seventieth anniversary of indian independence
Selected Essays of Rahul Sankrityayan 2016-06-15 on buddhism
Revisiting India's Partition 2014-10-15 revisiting india s partition new essays on memory culture and
politics brings together scholars from across the globe to provide diverse perspectives on the
continuing impact of the 1947 division of india on the eve of independence from the british empire the
partition caused a million deaths and displaced well over 10 million people the trauma of brutal
violence and displacement still haunts the survivors as well as their children and grandchildren nearly
70 years after this cataclysmic event revisiting india s partition explores the impact of the long
partition a concept developed by vazira zamindar to underscore the ongoing effects of the 1947 partition
upon all south asian nations in our collection we extend and expand zamindar s notion of the long



partition to examine the cultural political economic and psychological impact the partition continues to
have on communities throughout the south asian diaspora the nineteen interdisciplinary essays in this
book provide a multi vocal multi focal transnational commentary on the partition in relation to motifs
communities and regions in south asia that have received scant attention in previous scholarship in
their individual essays contributors offer new engagements on south asia in relation to several topics
including decolonization and post colony economic development and nation building cross border
skirmishes and terrorism and nationalism this book is dedicated to covering areas beyond punjab and
bengal and includes analyses of how sindh and kashmir hyderabad and more broadly south india the
northeast and burma call for special attention in coming to terms with memory culture and politics
surrounding the partition
Lies, Lies and More Lies 2001-12 it is no coincidence that india s recent rise as a major global power
has been closely linked to the increasing influence of the bharatiya janata party bjp in indian politics
driven by the philosophy of hindu indian nationalism this entity more of a movement than a political
party has served to instill in indians a sense of confidence and restore lost self esteem in a people
who suffered foreign domination for over a thousand years detractors of this ideology have attempted to
paint this philosophy as hate rant and supremacist indoctrination far from being that it is the
agonizing cry for justice and dignity of a people long suppressed and long tortured a cry that embodies
the agony of the past and a new found confidence of the present and which together hopes to ensure a
secure future a future that envisions an inclusive all round economic and social development of a people
the bjp s spectacular victory crafted by narendra modi in the 2014 indian elections serves to emphasize
the central role of hindu indian nationalism in indian politics its broad appeal and its comprehensive
agenda therefore it is imperative for the world at large to attempt a better understanding of this
phenomenon an objective assessment based on hard facts and sound logic instead of the skewed image
propagated in the west by its ideological opponents this book is a must for international statesmen
politicians businessmen academics and others alike who wish to interact with india and indians
そして花々が降りそそぐ 2018-04-18 生を愛しみ 生を肯定し ごく普通の生活を楽しむ禅の導師たち 彼らの教えなき教え 語られ得ぬ永遠の真実を 日常的なテーマを通してわかりやすく指し示す 十一の逸話を語
る講話集
Border, Globalization and Identity 2023-06-01 this collection investigates the complex and myriad
relations between identity and borders in an increasingly globalized world the movement towards a
borderless world bolstered by an unprecedented development in information and communication technology
forces us to rethink traditional notions of singular identity and directs us towards the need for



engaging and negotiating with the world in multiple ways employing a wide range of critical approaches
to works that examine and explore the contested terrain of globalization and the hotly disputed arena of
borders the essays brought together here offer innovative perspectives through which issues of borders
globalization and identity can be negotiated straddling various genres this collection represents an
investigation of the conflicting relationship between identity and borders in the contemporary
globalized world
The Palgrave Handbook of New Directions in Kashmir Studies 2022-12-26 the palgrave handbook of new
directions in kashmir studies provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary and transregional perspective
on the kashmir dispute spanning south and central asia kashmir has been at the center of geopolitical
conflicts and rivalries among india pakistan and china for decades with members of heterogeneous local
communities negotiating the complexities of regional state formations national power assertions and
geopolitical competitions taken together the chapters in this handbook examine diverse people s
struggles to establish processes of democratic accountability in relation to the colonial era state
consolidations postcolonial military occupations interstate wars intrastate armed conflicts and cold war
and post cold war politics that have shaped and transformed social and political identities in the
region contributors chart out varied and bold new directions by attending to local constellations of
situated knowledges and practices through which people living in different parts of the disputed region
make sense of the conditions and contingencies of their political lives the handbook further initiates a
dialogue on the ways in which state power and border regimes have shaped scholarship and undermined the
pursuit of shared intellectual and political projects across physical and epistemological boundaries
Writings About Kashmir 2019-07-29 any attempt to homogenize kashmiri society or the politico cultural
discourse on kashmir is a dangerously flawed exercise to that end the chapters in this book address
various aspects of the political cultural and socioeconomic life in kashmir these chapters are
interdisciplinary interventions that could potentially bridge ethnic religiocultural and political
divides in the region the book is divided into three sections the first section explores history and
memory offering a critical dialogue between these phenomena and fiction the chapters in section two
offer a critical dialogue between history politics and gender analyzing historical and political
discourses to underscore the agential capacities of kashmiri women which are traditionally subsumed
within masculinist discourse the sole chapter in section three foregrounds the complex relationship
between history trauma and poetry taken together this book is a nuanced attempt at giving readers the
opportunity to engage with multiple subjectivities historical understandings and political opinions it



will be of interest to general readers scholars and advanced students of literature politics history
human geography and sociology this book was originally published as a special issue of the south asian
review
Contemporary Indian English Poetry and Drama 2023-03-09 this anthology of essays maps the divergent
issues that have become relevant in contemporary indian english poetry and drama by providing a clear
idea about the new themes techniques and methods used by the indian english poets and playwrights to
address the issues emerging in the changing socio cultural scenario particularly during the post
globalization period the essays offer insightful observations on canon formation and its reception it is
high time to consider afresh whether the canons of indian english poetry and drama have widened their
scope to include innovative forms of writing or whether they have evolved significantly to generate
novel perspectives these questions which are linked with the issue of canon formation and its reception
are intricately woven into the fabric of these essays this anthology will respond to the scholarly
interests of inquisitive students research scholars and academics in the field of indian english
literature
POST-INDEPENDENCE INDIA (1947-2022) - A PERSPECTIVE 2015-09-15 post independence india 1947 2022 a
perspective is the story of the nation s challenges failures turmoil and of her weathering all storms to
emerge as a stable secular democracy thwarting the pressures of the powerful countries the perspective
portrayed here is based on the author s personal experiences and observations of major events and
processes substantiated by extensive readings on the subject the book details india s trials and
triumphs since her independence 75 years ago it has been a checkered saga in realizing the dream of
uplifting the fate of a population of over a billion people with diverse religions faiths beliefs
languages cultures all while constantly facing two not so friendly neighbors pakistan and china
threatening along the western and northern borders far from a textbook of history this book would be of
interest to both the indian diaspora growing up around the world and to anyone curious about the indian
subcontinent s multidimensional history the narration is set in the backdrop of undivided india s
struggle for freedom after 190 years of british domination and the socio political realities of the
pluralistic nation of india it showcases the fight for independence and the partition of 1947 that
created two nations india and pakistan the latter breaking up again to create the nation of bangladesh
in 1971
Understanding Kashmir and Kashmiris 1965 in 1846 the british created the state of jammu and kashmir j k
popularly called kashmir and then quickly sold this prized region to the wily and powerful raja gulab



singh intriguingly had they retained it the india pakistan dispute over possession of the state may
never have arisen but britain s concerns lay elsewhere expansionist russia beguiling tibet and unstable
china circling j k and their agents played the great game in afghanistan and turkistan snedden
contextualizes the geo strategic and historical circumstances surrounding the british decision to
relinquish prestigious kashmir and explains how they and four dogra maharajas consolidated and
controlled j k subsequently he details what comprised this diverse princely state with distant borders
and disunified peoples and explains the maharaja of j k s controversial accession to india on 26 october
1947 and its unintended consequences snedden weaves a compelling narrative that frames the kashmir
dispute explains why it continues and assesses what it means politically and administratively for the
divided peoples of j k and their undecided futures
Journal of Indian History 2001 闘う知識人 が最後に言いたかったことは何か 排他主義的 分離主義的な西欧的価値観に鋭い異議を唱え続けたサイードが 反体制的な批評で知られる米国の独
立ラジオ局から 長期にわたる継続的なインタヴューを受けてきたことはよく知られている 本書は そのうちの1999年以降 逝去の7か月前までの肉声をまとめたものである 帝国主義と テロリズム の起源について マス
メディアの欺瞞 それに対抗する批判的精神 抵抗運動において文化が果たしうる役割について 刻々と変化するパレスチナ情勢をとおして 20世紀を代表する思想家が語る 本邦初訳
International Dimensions of Ethnic Conflict 1994 this book gives details of the current problems which
are rooted in past the roots go up to 1200 years back and describes the causes of india s downfall and
erosion of indian culture and values the causes are valid even today it describes mughal era british era
post independence era in detail the advent and role of indian national congress is explained including
the role of mk gandhi the contributions and mistakes of all the prime ministers of india have been given
with their impacts the chapter on rashtriya swayamsewak sangh gives unknown facets of the organization
the author an rss swayamsevak describes the strengths and weaknesses of the organization the book deals
with the current problems and possible solutions an insight towards the responsibilities and duties of
the young generation has been given before 5th august 2019 j k state did have a different flag and
different constitution due to article 370 and 35a the j k state was not truly acceded to india after
abrogation the accession is complete in all respects the book gives the travelogue of the history the
journey from 15th august 1947 to 5th august 2019 has been connected the highlight of the book is that it
refers to various areas from ancient history to the contemporary events in respect of education history
myths socio political scenarios and interweaves them nicely so that the reader gets a holistic overview
of the past and present of india along with the challenges ahead and offers possible solutions a must
read book
Culture and Political History of Kashmir 2008-03 this volume foregrounds some of the unknown or lesser
known incidents of xenophobia and genocide from india bangladesh sri lanka south africa and rwanda it



critically analyses the cultural and structural contexts triggering these various forms of genocides and
xenophobia and situates them within modern histories of violence and human tribulations the book
discusses various non western case studies which include the communal violence incited by anti caa
protests in delhi the expulsion and displacement of kashmiri pandits xenophobic attitudes against
illegal immigrants in assam genocide in sylhet during the liberation war of bangladesh the 1994 genocide
in rwanda and incidences of human rights violations across the world a comprehensive and
transdisciplinary text the book will be useful for students and researchers of human geography sociology
political science social work anthropology colonialism and postcolonialism nationalism imperialism human
rights and history
文化と抵抗 2021-09-17 have you realized that the divide between us and them has grown steadily in indian
politics do you sometimes wonder whether it will be repaired at all in the near future do you ever pause
to reflect why emotions spill on the streets and why democratic institutions in india have become
dysfunctional have you thought about why we get hurt easily and how this gets reflected in everyday
politics india after modi attempts to address these questions through an analysis of events like award
wapsi demonetization the crisis in jnu and higher education and electoral outcomes including in the
states of bihar delhi and uttar pradesh through this collection of essays ajay gudavarthy focuses
exclusively on indian democracy after narendra modi took over as the prime minister in 2014 he looks at
the politics that india has been witnessing since then and addresses emerging issues in indian democracy
including that of women s participation new urban spaces and the role of youth
15th August 1947 to 5th August 2019 2023-07-07
Genocides and Xenophobia in South Asia and Beyond 2021-12-30
India After Modi 1965
Journal
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